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The effort to make semiconductor devices smaller and faster has had great success during the last 40 years. As a result, a single transistor has become smaller than 100 nm. In fabricating such small devices, controlling dopant concentration and diffusion is a critical issue, and surfaces and interfaces play an important role in dopant redistribution. Strong surface or interface effects also make nanoscale material properties distinct from conventional bulk properties.

Dopant segregation is an important interface phenomena and has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally. However, previous theoretical works lack accuracy or are limited to special cases. In Ref. 2, the electron energy appears to have been calculated in an inconsistent way. A more recent study by Boguslawski et al. was limited to an extreme case where the dopant concentration is at the solubility limit because they assumed a dopant reservoir contacting the substrate. In our previous analysis, B segregation was explained based only on strain compensation. In this work, we investigate the segregation ratio at semiconductor interfaces, leading to corrections to previous analyses by Hu. We then apply this analysis to give quantitative predictions for Si/SiGe systems.

Dopant segregation occurs until the chemical potential μ reaches the same value on both sides of interface. Using Si/SiGe as an example, the segregation ratio k_{seg} is given as a solution of

\[ \mu(k_{seg}N)_{Si_{1-x}Ge_x} = \mu(N)_Si, \]

where N is a dopant concentration on the Si side of interface. Hu separated the chemical potential into parts: atomic and electronic. In the atomic part, dopant atoms were introduced into Si or SiGe with charge carriers at intrinsic Fermi level. However, the defect level (donor or acceptor level) Ed is a more proper level to introduce charge carriers and is consistent with subtracting ionized fraction of dopant in electronic step as done by Hu. Low-temperature behavior further supports this, as some of the charges remain at defect level (not at intrinsic Fermi level).

The total free energy of N dopant atoms in SiGe is given by

\[ G = Nu - V_0\Delta \varepsilon \cdot C \cdot \tilde{\varepsilon}(N_{Ge}) - T\Delta S, \]

where Nu is the total internal energy of dopants, V_0 is a lattice site volume of relaxed Si_{1-x}Ge_x, C is the elastic stiffness tensor of Si_{1-x}Ge_x, \Delta \varepsilon is the normalized induced strain due to dopant, \tilde{\varepsilon}(N_{Ge}) is the applied strain, and \Delta S is the change in entropy due to doping. The internal energy is

\[ Nu = -fNZe\psi + N\bar{E} + (1 - f)NE_d + (n - n_i)E_c - (p - n_i)E_v, \]

where f is the ionized fraction of dopant, Z is the charge state of dopant, n(p) is the electron (hole) concentration, and n_i is the intrinsic carrier concentration. In Eq. (3), the first term is the electrical potential energy of ion, the second term is the averaged binding energy of dopant-Ga pairs over the total number of dopants, and the last three terms are electron energies. Averaged binding energy rather than direct binding energy should be used since pairing probability is less than 1. Stress energy is calculated by

\[ \Delta S = k \ln \frac{\Omega_s(N) \Omega_d(N)}{\Omega_s(0) \Omega_d(0)}, \]

where \Omega_s(0) is the number of possible configurations of atoms (electrons) due to dopant. Detailed calculations of \Omega_d and \Omega_s can be found in Ref. 2, but in counting the number of possible atomic configuration in Eq. (4), we added the assumption that B can replace only Si and not Ge, which is supported by highly suppressed Bi complex formation with Ge. Conversely, P or As diffusivity in strained Si_{1-x}Ge_x is slightly higher than in Si, which implies that dopants can replace Ge sites without restriction. To include this factor, we define \tilde{Z}=(1-Z)/2. If charge neutrality (n-p-Z/N=0) and full ionization (f=1) are assumed within Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, then

\[ nE_c - pE_v + kT \ln \Omega^\text{total}(N) = NE_F. \]

Thus Eq. (2) is simplified to

[2007-10-15]
where \( \Delta \chi \) is the difference in electron affinities and subscript 1 (2) denotes the Si (Si\(_{1-x}\)Ge\(_x\)) region.

We used the numerical solution of Eq. (8) to compare our calculations with experiments. However, the two limiting cases determined by the ratio between the dopant concentration and intrinsic carrier density provide a guide for the range of segregation ratio. Under intrinsic condition \( n = n_i = \sqrt{N_c N_v} \exp(-E_g/kT) \), and the intrinsic segregation ratio is given as

\[
\kappa_{\text{seg}} = \sqrt{(1 - \tilde{Z} \Delta \chi - \Delta \epsilon^b + \Delta E^s - \Delta E_g) / (kT)}.
\]

For \( p \)-type material, \( N_v \) replaces \( N_c \) in Eq. (11). Note that \( \tilde{Z} \Delta E_g \) is used instead of \( Z \Delta E_g \) in an extrinsic case.

The three major factors in segregation ratio [Eqs. (10) and (11)] are changes in effective density of states (EDS), band-gap narrowing, and stress energy. (i) EDS: as more Ge is incorporated, EDS decreases because Ge-induced strain removes degeneracy of band structure. When compressive biaxial stress is applied, the electron EDS at room temperature rapidly decreases to 2/3 of unstrained value since compressive biaxial stress lowers energy of four conduction-band minima out of six. We calculated high-temperature \( N_c \) value based on Eq. 22 and Table I in Ref. 14. Since electron density-of-states mass is almost constant with varying Ge fraction\(^{15} \) and temperature,\(^ {16} \) this is a good approximation.

Hole EDS varies in a more complicated way due to nonparabolicity of bands. Since no hole EDS data have been reported at high temperature, we calculated high-temperature hole EDS by integrating density-of-states effective mass provided by Fu et al.\(^ {17} \). As shown in Fig. 2, the change in electron EDS is much less than that in hole EDS. This difference causes B (P and As) to segregate out of (into) strained SiGe under intrinsic doping conditions [Eq. (10)]. Under extrinsic conditions, changes in EDS lead both types of dopants to segregate out of strained SiGe, but the effect is weaker for donors due to slowly varying electron EDS.

(ii) \( \Delta E_g \): there are many experimental measurements of strained- \( \text{Si}_{1-x}\text{Ge}_x \) band gap as summarized by Yang et al.\(^ {14} \). When \( x < 0.40 \), the deviation among the data is small and Yang et al. suggested \(-0.896 x + 0.396 x^2 \) for \( \Delta E_g \), which was used in our segregation calculations. Since the band structure of strained SiGe is similar to that of Si and has similar temperature dependence, \( \Delta E_g \) is temperature independent for \( x < 0.4 \). The electric field due to the reduced

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{P} & \textbf{As} & \textbf{B} \\
\hline
\text{10}^{-24} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1} & \text{1.6} & \text{0.36} & \text{0.36} \\
\hline
\text{10}^{-24} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1} & \text{4.1} & \text{0.4} & \text{0.4} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Induced strain due to dopants and associated volume expansion coefficient \( \beta(\Delta \epsilon = \beta N_c) \). The values in parentheses are experimental data.}
\end{table}
band gap of Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ results in the opposite type of intrinsic segregation for donors and acceptors, and it has the strongest effect on intrinsic donor segregation into Si. However, the band-gap difference has a minimal impact on extrinsic donor segregation due to aligned conduction band. For acceptors, a large built-in potential arises since band alignment occurs at the valence-band maximum. This causes B segregation into Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$.

(iii) $\Delta E^i$: the stress energy was calculated by considering temperature and Ge dependence of lattice and elastic constants. Assuming pseudomorphic growth conditions, the applied strain in biaxially stressed Si$_{1-x}$Ge$_x$ is given by

$$
\varepsilon_i(x,T) = \frac{a(0,T) - a(x,T)}{a(x,T)}, \quad \varepsilon_{\perp}(x,T) = \nu \varepsilon_i(x,T),
$$

where $\varepsilon_i(\varepsilon_{\perp})$ is the in-(out-of-) plane strain and $\nu$ is the Poisson ratio ($-2C_{12}/C_{11}$). The lattice constant $a(x,T)=a_0(x)[1 + \int_{200}^T\alpha(x,T')dT']$, where $\alpha(x,T)$ is the linear-expansion coefficient and was taken from Ref. 18. The room-temperature lattice constants $a_0(x)$ were obtained from Ref. 19. Combining the temperature dependence of Si elastic constants$^{20}$ with the Ge concentration dependence,$^{19}$ we estimated elastic constants $C_{11}(x,T)$ and $C_{12}(x,T)$ as

$$
C_{11}(x,T) = (165.8 - 37.3x - 0.01287) \text{ GPa},
$$

$$
C_{12}(x,T) = (63.9 - 15.6x - 0.004807) \text{ GPa}.
$$

The induced strain $\Delta \varepsilon$ is defined as a shift in relaxed lattice constant of doped Si and can be extracted from energy vs lattice-constant curve.$^9$ Energy was calculated for a 64 atom supercell using the density-functional theory (DFT) code VASP.$^{21}$ We used PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) potential$^{22}$ with $2^1$ k-point and relatively high-energy cutoff of 340 eV for B and 250 eV for P and As. Induced strain due to B and P agrees well with experimental data, but for As, the calculation shows an opposite sign to the experimental value by Cargill et al.$^{23}$ (Table I). However, the absolute difference is small and discrepancy could be explained by the existence of As-vacancy complexes.$^{26}$ Unlike the two factors above, strain compensation is dependent not on the type of dopant but on the size of dopant. Consequently, it is the largest factor for the small B atom due to a large negative-induced strain (Table I), and it causes B to segregate into the Ge-rich region. On the other hand, strain compensation is much weaker for P and As, and electric-field effects overwhelm stress effects and result in segregation into Si.

In the segregation equations, there are two minor factors: the binding energy $E_b$ and the electron affinity $\Delta \chi$. The binding energy $E_b$ was also calculated using DFT. For all three cases (i.e., B-Ge, P-Ge, and As-Ge) the magnitude of direct binding energy was less than a couple tens of meV, and thus, averaged binding energy can be ignored in our calculations. $\Delta \chi$ is equal to $-\Delta E_c$ at low temperature as seen in Fig. 1(a). While theoretical calculations using $k$-$p$ methods and deformation potential predicted type-I alignment when $x<0.4$, there is growing evidence that strained SiGe/Si forms type-II alignment via exciton energy measurement and calculations.$^{29-33}$ However, regardless of the type of alignment, the magnitude is small and the impact of electron affinity on segregation is minimal. We linearly interpolated the value at $x=0.48$ that was provided by Ni et al.$^{29}$ which was more conservative than that of Penn et al.$^{31}$

Figure 3 shows a comparison between our calculations and experimental results for P segregation. The calculated segregation ratio predicts segregation out of strained SiGe, as
seen in experiments, but underestimates the extent of segregation. At least some of this difference may be due to issues related to the experiments. In particular, we can note that differences between the value of Christensen et al.\textsuperscript{13} and our intrinsic value become larger as the Ge fraction increases. If partial relaxation had occurred as they reported, stress energy would be reduced and stronger segregation into Si would be expected. In addition, a Si capping layer on top of partially relaxed Si\textsubscript{1−x}Ge\textsubscript{x} experiences lattice expansion, and the electron affinity increase due to conduction-band lowering\textsuperscript{14,34} overwhelms smaller difference in the band gap in Eq. (10), and the prefactor in Eq. (10) is lowered. The Kobayashi et al.\textsuperscript{35} result deviates substantially from the theoretical calculation, which can be attributed to partial lattice relaxation in such thick (160−400 nm) Si\textsubscript{0.75}Ge\textsubscript{0.25} layers and slow chemical potential increase due to partial activation in the Si layer. Partial activation arises when $N$ is near $2 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$ (Ref. 36) and reduces the chemical potential with the fractional contribution of the electric potential energy of the ion [see Eq. (7)]. In the inset of Fig. 3, we also compared the As segregation ratio to the data of Hu et al.\textsuperscript{5} Due to the small induced strain of As, stronger segregation than P is expected. The value extracted from experiment is lower than the calculated value, possibly due to ignoring the higher As diffusivity in strained Si\textsubscript{1−x}Ge\textsubscript{x} (Ref. 13) than in Si.

In acceptor-doped semiconductors, the majority charge carriers are holes; thus, $Z$=−1. Combined with large stress effects, the result is B segregation into the Si\textsubscript{1−x}Ge\textsubscript{x} layer. Figure 4 shows a comparison between our prediction and measured values for B segregation. Overall, the prediction appears quite good, with the calculations generally predicting slightly more segregation into the strained SiGe than observed experimentally. The largest difference is for the result of Fang et al.\textsuperscript{8} with low B concentration ($C_B \sim 3 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ in Si region), which shows substantially less segregation than our calculation. This at least is partially due to the narrowness of the Si\textsubscript{1−x}Ge\textsubscript{x} layer. In their experiment, the Debye length is about 11 nm but the half width of the Si\textsubscript{1−x}Ge\textsubscript{x} layer is 15 nm, so the built-in potential is not fully developed. In B segregation, stress effects are dominant but the change in the band structure still has a significant effect.

In conclusion, we developed general expressions for segregation of dopants in strained semiconductor heterostructure. Based on this analysis, we calculated dopant segregation ratio at Si/strained-SiGe interface by considering band alignment, band-gap narrowing due to biaxial compressive stress, effective density of states, and stress energy as a function of Ge fraction and temperature. We find that stress is the dominant factor for B and changes in band-structure dominate for P and As. The predicted segregation shows good agreement with experimental measurement.

This work was funded by the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC). DFT calculations were performed using computer hardware donated by Intel and AMD as well as under NSF Grant No. EIA-0101254.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig4.png}
\caption{(Color online) B segregation ratio at Si/strained-SiGe interface. Filled symbols represent measured values and open symbols represent theoretical values. At low Ge concentration (3\% Ge), the Lever et al. (Ref. 6) data and predicted value overlap. The error bar with open square is for comparison with the Moriya et al. (Ref. 7) data at various temperatures. For better visibility, theoretical values corresponding to data of Moriya et al. (Ref. 7) and Hu (Refs. 1 and 2) are plotted with a small offset in Ge concentration.}
\end{figure}